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Introduction Welcome to the world of actual time again, everyone. I'm sorry for last time, but I was a bit rushed. Lucky this time, because I had some time and a bit of an urge to tell you all of the most important updates in the world of LS-Mag. New LS-Mag. LS-Mag is growing now. You will be happy to know that I've contacted a
new friend who has many more contacts who want to be featured here. You may know him as an important producer or maybe you've read some awesome stories about him. His name is Jacques and he will be working with LS-Mag for the next year and a half to give you the hottest content. I guarantee you that he'll not be lacking

any of your requests. You can visit his blog at heroworldstories.com To follow LS-Mag, you may follow me at and also at (Staying informed is vitally important. Thank you, and welcome to LS-Mag.) That's it for LS-Mag. New ISMag. When we were traveling, I was thinking of doing some fun articles. I thought of a way to make our
journey fun. The first time I wanted to do this was in October. We left Germany and went to Poland. There, we met one of our favorites, Peter Brant. Peter is the head editor at ISMag and he has a fascinating lifestyle. He's so comfortable and kind, if you ever met him you would instantly fall in love. Since I met him, he's become one

of my friends. We've been getting to know one another for a while, so I could tell you more about him. He currently lives in the USA and you can read about his fascinating trip to Poland in the latest issue of ISMag. On this issue, we have articles about various topics and one of them is about traveling. You can read about the
following topics: Traveling Traveling with Dogs Staying Cool Traveling in Europe Traveling with Luggage Taking Pictures 5. Traveling with Dogs Click on the image above to view the article. 6. Staying Cool Click on the image above to view the article. 7
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